Journeys

Our tasting journeys offer three whiskies in 2cl serves. The idea being that each should take
you on a unique journey through the given region. We are more than happy to make changes
and price accordingly, or alternatively create journeys to order

Introduction to Scotch
We start our journey deep in the Scottish Highlands at the fabled Clynelish
Distillery with their eponymous 14yr. We then head South to Speyside for
the luscious sherry bomb that is Balvenie 15yr. Finally, no introduction to
Scotch could ever be complete without a trip west to Islay; Caol Ila 12yr is
an incredible example of light yet complex smoke
Price 200 dkk
Sherry Bombs
Sherry, sherry, sherry… Who doesn’t love a big sherry bomb? Sherry casks
have been used in whisky maturation for longer than we care to remember,
and they remain ever so popular and more sought after today than ever before. Why? Because of the simply sublime qualities these casks impart on the
maturing whisky. We’ve lined up three of our favourite sherry cask matured
whiskies for you to savour.
First up we have Hazelburn 13yr Oloroso Cask from the legendary Springbank distillery. To follow we proudly present, the Beast of Dufftown, none other than the Mortlach 16yr. Last but not least, the undisputed king of sherry
bombs, Glendronach with their 18yr
Price 250 dkk
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My peat is bigger than yours

Smoke heads rejoice! We’ve put together a truly mighty hat-trick of whiskies
to blow your taste buds to bits! Kilchoman Machir Bay breaks us in gently
with fresh, vibrant and maritime smoke. Moving on to Bowmore 18yr for
some classic “sweet & peat” action. A masterful balance of ripe fruit, dark
chocolate and Islay smoke. Finally, we draw this peat project to a close with a
ferocious beast, the behemoth that is Laphroaig Lore
Price 250 dkk

Japanese

We start our Japanese journey at the Hakushu distillery, in the middle of the
luscious, green and leafy forest surrounding the Akaishi Mountains in central
Honshū. The picturesque surroundings of the distillery are truly reflected
in the liquid itself, as this 12yr boasts a fresh and foresty flavour profile. We
then journey onwards to the cradle of Japanese whisky. The place where it all
began back in 1923, the Yamazaki distillery, as we sample this incredible and
very sought after 12yr. We then finish our journey by checking in with the
younger generation of inventive distillers, with a modern and exceptionally
smooth grain whisky from the Chita distillery
Price 250 dkk
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Old Enough to Drink

“I love a Scotch old enough to order its own Scotch!” Older isn’t necessarily
always better, but when it comes to these beauties... First one a luxurious
sherry cask from the Highlands, the Glengoyne 18yr. Then we head north to
Orkney for a true legend, Highland Park 18yr. Total harmony in liquid form;
notes of cherries, heather honey, finishing with elegant peat smoke. We then
journey down south along the West Coast until we reach the Isle of Mull,
where we finish big. Meaty, smoky, peppery and earthy. Like a roaring barbeque on an autumnal eve, this Ledaig 18yr from will keep you warm.
Price 300 dkk

The Viking Trail

We start our Viking trail in the north of Sweden with High Coast Dálvve.
Light, approachable and very tasty. We then travel down to the Danish country side and a really interesting and uniquely Danish expression of whisky
from Thy. To complete our journey, we hop in our long boats and head over
to the Orkney Islands, for a mighty and powerful Viking finish with the
Highland Park 17yr Dark
Price 300 dkk
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Irish

The year is 1608, the location is County Antrim, Northern Ireland. Here the
Bushmills distillery has been granted its license to distill. Making it the oldest licensed distillery in the world. It only seems fitting to start our Irish journey with this elegant and refined 10yr single malt. We then cross the Island
heading all the way down to County Cork, on the South Coast. Here we move
on to the uniquely Irish style of Pure Pot Still whiskey with the much-acclaimed Green Spot Château Léoville Barton. We then conclude our journey
in the nation’s capital, at the Teeling Distillery. These pioneering whisky
makers brought distilling back to Dublin, being the first new distillery in the
city for 125 years. Safe to say the Irish Whiskey industry is alive and well, after
sampling this absolutely stunning 24yr single malt
Price 300 dkk
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The All-American Dream

Michter’s Distillery, tracing its history back to America’s first ever whisky
company, founded in 1753, is continuing to lead the way today producing
some of the finest American whiskey. So, we thought Michter’s exceptional
10yr bourbon would be a great way to start our American exploration. Next,
we’re traveling north to Vermont to meet the new, progressive generation
of whisky makers. WhistlePig are protecting what makes rye whiskey great,
while constantly pushing the boundaries of innovation to unlock the true
potential of what rye whiskey can be. Judging by their work thus far, it is
safe to say that the greatest era for rye is in front of us! We then head back to
Kentucky to finish on a true masterpiece in all aspects of whiskey production.
From the strains of yeast, to the exact blending of different mash bills, to the
meticulous coopering of the finest oak barrels, the Four Roses Small Batch
2017 Vintage limited edition, is something truly special
Price 300 dkk
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Not for Light Weights

It’s big, it’s bold, it’s relentless and it’s cask strength. It’s some of the best
damn whisky our team has ever come across… And trust us when we say,
we’ve been looking!
We start with the cult classic, the reigning heavy weight champion of whisky;
Springbank, with their Local Barley 9yr. We then make our way to the rugged and windswept Isle of Skye, to the maritime home of the fabled Talisker
Distillery to sample their much acclaimed, old-school style 8yo malt, from
Diageo’s 2018 Special Releases. We then catch the red-eye to Japan for the
wild card, the Joker in the stack. We’re of course talking about Ichirō Akuto,
the man who took the whisky world by storm when he released Ichiro’s Malt
Card Series and then went on to found the Chichibu distillery in 2004. The
Chichibu Peated is something special, a majestic beast quite unlike anything
you’ve ever tried before.
Price 350 dkk
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Bucket List

The name says it all. For this journey we’ve hunted high and low to source
three incredibly rare gems. All three are very exclusive, very limited releases and naturally, from some of the most legendary distilleries to have ever
graced this earth. These bottles are highly coveted by collectors and enthusiasts alike. But we thought it would be a shame for them to collect dust in
some vulture’s nest. We’d rather share them and enjoy them with you!
We start out with the Springbank 17yr Danish Cask. An exclusive bottling
of a single cask for the Danish market. Only 168 bottles made. Next, we have
Bowmore 8yr Feis Ile 2008. Distilled in 1999 and rested for 8 years in Limousin oak in warehouse 5 and then bottled for the 2008 Islay Festival. A release
of only 800 fabulous numbered bottles.
Lastly, we have the Lagavulin 19yr Feis Ile 2019. Aged for 19 years in special
Sherry-treated American Oak Casks and bottled for the 2019 Islay Festival.
Only 6000 bottles released.
Price 600 dkk
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Light & Refreshing cocktails

Approachable drinks perfectly suited to the warmer weather. Ideal as an introduction to
whisky and whisky cocktails

Penicillin
130 dkk

Our take on a well-known and much loved
modern classic. Honey, ginger and lemon are
mixed with liberal amounts of Compass Box
Spice Tree, a dash of bitters and a little touch of
smoky scotch

All across the sands
140 dkk

Sherry and whisky often go hand in hand. We
have shaken up some Great King St Artist’s
Blend with Olorosso sherry, lime juice and some
homemade blood orange and Champagne jam

Scofflaw
130 dkk

One of our all time favorite classic cocktails.
Michter’s Rye combines with dry vermouth,
lemon juice, homemade grenadine and a few
dashes of bitters. A very approachable and
moreish drink

*We are more than happy to substitute any of the whisky in our cocktails,
and price accordingly*
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Rich & Heavy cocktails

Some full-bodied drinks to warm the soul. Ideal nightcap material

Whisky bar thick
shake
140 dkk

A decadent and booze filled thick shake. Like
mint chocolate shakes? Don’t miss out on this.
Be warned, it is deceivingly strong!

Bobby Burns
170 dkk

Like your whisky smoky and your cocktails
stiff? Then this is a perfect fit. Ardbeg Uigeadail meets Antica Formula sweet vermouth and
Benedictine. This really packs a punch

Japanese Coffee
(winter edition)
170dkk

Irish Coffee meets Manhattan. Nikka Coffey
Malt, Antica Formula vermouth, Mexican Coffee
Liqueur and cream. An interesting, boozy, complex number. Served hot.

*We are more than happy to substitute any of the whisky in our cocktails,
and price accordingly*
Rich & Heavy Cocktails

Classic Cocktails

Old Fashioned
170 dkk

Literally the definition of a cocktail. Knob Creek
Rye, Angostura bitters and cane sugar. Rich
fruity and nutty

F*ck you Old
Fashioned
500 dkk

Quite simply the best old fashioned we can
make. The rare yet incredible Thomas H. Handy
rye is stirred down with cane sugar, Angostura
bitters and served on a hand cut ice block

Whiskey Sour
170 dkk

An ultimate uplifting whisky classic for all occasions. Lidkoeb Blend, lemon juice, sugar, egg
white and bitters. We genuinely believe this is
the perfect whisky sour

Creole No.2
170 dkk

A cocktail revived from the early 1900s. A herbal
and rich alternative to the better known Manhattan. Knob Creek rye and Antica Formula are
mixed with Benedictine and Amar Picon for a
unique and exceptional tipple
Classic Cocktails

